



I would like to start this seminar on dance and technology with a video fragment. It is part of a documentary about Merce Cunningham. In this documentary he explains the working method used for the performance Biped. The performance was made in 1999. At that time Merce Cunningham was 80 years old, and still looking for adventure.
In this documentary you see the application of Life Forms and Motion Capture, and the result of it in the performance.
Video

You saw the dancers as if they were moving in a virtual space. The audience looked at dancers of flesh and blood as well as at virtual dancers. The well-known dancer and choreographer Bill T Jones once said about his virtual figure: “when I saw the dots swirling around on the computer screen later, I was quite moved. Because, though there was no body there, that was my movement. It was disembodied, but there was something true in it.”

It’s impossible to imagine life today without the computer. With the use of digital technology, the performing arts have the means at their disposal to create imaginary spaces in which our senses can experience a new reality and a new way of viewing our bodies. Discussions focus on the naturally moving body opposed by technological approaches to the body as machine. They also focus on the role of the audience, which is to be awakened from its (supposed) passive state by rapid and unexpected combinations of images and sounds. 






Movement can be notated and registrated. For example, out of the Labanotation, a three-dimensional figure can be rendered, which makes the notated choreography visible as an animation. Software programmes are still in an experimental stage. 
By using digital camera’s it is much more easier to edit and manipulate moving images. A new way to record dance is by Motion Capture. As you just saw, a series of camera’s track the position of markers attached to the body of the dancer. When seen on a computer screen, it will only be dots whirling around in a yet not definable pattern. Therefore, the captured data can be applied to human and non-human forms. 

Digital media can also be applied for teaching and learning dance.
For distribution of dance and dance research, internet, dvd’s and cd-roms are used to reach more people. Most companies have a website and dance magazins found their way to internet. 
Jim Schofield and Jacqueline Smith-Autard developed several interactive dance resource packs for dance education. Students will be able to approach the interactive resource pack with their own learning goals and personal interests. Smith-Autard stresses that the resource packs will not replace the dance teachers, it will only give them different roles and new opportunities in teaching dance.
Another example is the cd-rom Improvisation Technologies. It consists of sixty video chapters with lecture demonstrations in which William Forsythe shows the principles of his improvisation techniques. Some graphic effects are added, like white lines as you can see here.
Cd-rom
Every dancer who joins the company can use it for individual study to get insight in the vocabulary of Forsythe.

We can also use the computer for creating dance.
In the video you saw Merce Cunningham working with Life Forms. Thomas Calvert of Simon developed the software programme Life Forms. Merce Cunningham was trained in using this programme by Thecla Schiphorst since 1989. He mainly uses Life Forms to extend his exploration of movements. The first versions of Life Forms showed some kind of stick figures: the human body as a series of concentric circles. Life Forms has developed a lot since the first version. Right now it shows human figures in quite rich three-dimensional detail. One can choose out of several human and non-human figures. The programme is compatible with some motion capture data.
We can make a distinction between a choreography designed with a computer and performed by real dancers, and movements executed by digital figures in a virtual space, which is called cyberdance or virtual dance. One may wonder to what extent we can speak of dance. By using Motion Capture, the dancer is still there, but no longer of flesh and blood. He is completely digital. 
Cyberdance can be part of the performance, in interaction with the real dancers, as you saw in Biped. 

Now I will give you three examples of using digital technology in the performance, namely projections, telematics and interactive stages.
The projection of images is the most frequent and well-known application. The projection on screens of computer generated images often has only a decorative function. But it can also be used in a creative way, like the transparant screens in Biped. In Blush, a performance of Wim VandeKeybus, the screen existed of vertical strips. The dancers literally jumped in and out the image. Another possibility is the use of the costumes as screens.

Telematica or telepresence is about bringing two or more remote locations together on one screen. It concerns coming together in a non-physical, virtual screen space. Paul Sermon refers to this space as: “The Third Space.” One of the most well-known examples of telepresence performances is Telematic Dreaming of Paul Sermon. In the article you have read: Spacemaking: experiences of a virtual body Suzan Kozel describes her experiences in that performance. According to her, her physical body was closely connected with her virtual body, as she was so upset by certain actions of the visitors, like poking, or showing a knife, which caused a physical reaction. For her it felt as if her body was extended.
Telematic installations demand fundamentally new movement habits of dancers. They have to discover the telepresent body as a partner as well as the development of a new kind of physical awareness in telepresent spaces. I will show you an example of such an installation.
Cd-rom
As you can see, you can touch without touching.
 
The last example of using digital technology in the performance space is the interactive stage.
Interactivity describes the ability of the computer to output signals based on user input, without significant delay between entry and response. Interactive systems in the context of the performance give dancers the possibility of influencing effects such as music, light or projections through their movements. The body is employed as interface. 
The digitally controlled stage consists of a system of signs. How these signs are programmed establishes the character of the space. Technology can be used to expand the reach of the dancer’s own body and thus his dominance over the space. Interactive stage applications do not remove the human body from the stage, but put control over the performance into the hands of the dancer, whose responsibility increases considerably. In order to cope with this heightened degree of complexity in his tasks, the dancer must first learn how to work with interactive stage applications. The interface, whether sensor systems worn directly on the body or camera systems without body contact, has a direct influence on the choreography. 
The dancers pass their exclusive role as performers and develop choreographic capabilities. The working method of William Forsythe is an example for this approach: while on stage, the dancers are cued with certain information. They can react to it individually. In Eidos: Telos the dancers got information in the form of computer-animated words. The basis for this choreographic system was a database of words. The computer rather then the choreographer chooses words and displays them on monitors and projection surfaces visible only to the dancers. 
In order to accomplish this it is necessary to teach the dancers skills to enable them to make these kinds of decisions. The dancer’s body can no longer rely on well-practised material, because he finds himself in a loop of perception and action. The perceptual fields and body images are continually recombined and reorganised. This makes the dancer conscious of himself as acting as one part of a networked system.  The dancer is thrown back on himself. The choreographer draws up the rules, which are then realised in the performance or perhaps remain secret. The performance does not convey one meaning, but an overabundance of possible meanings. 
Attempts are made to involve the audience, giving spectators the impression that they have partial control over the performance process and integrating them into the total system. The viewer slips into the role of performer. Sometimes a direct relationship between a movement of the audience and the effect is evident. Instead of trying to use the system as an aesthetic and dramatic tool, the technical functioning of the system can be put on display. 

What are the consequences of the use of digital media in a dance performance?
The creative process itself is extended to creating a world af possible, open ended interactions, in stead of composing a linear sequence of events. Several events take place at the same moment: every physical action brings along a digital action.
Digital technology makes time and space more dynamic, because images can be shown of other times and other spaces. That makes it possible to experience time and space more movable.
And what about the dancers’ body?
The dancer must compete with moving images, which creates a tension. 
The dancer can become a cyborg: partial machine and partial flesh and blood. By using sensors, muscle tension or heartbeat may be converted into images or sounds. Those images and sounds will then be part of the body. The split between the natural body and the unnatural technology is cancelled, they are connected.

Using Motion Capture, movements can be separated of the bodies who execute these movements. But in dance, movements always were connected with the human body. So I will end with the question: can we still talk of dance?

